Title: Tracking HIV-1 recombination to resolve its contribution to HIV-1 evolution by a novel RAP tool Overview: This is well written paper describing the development and use of a new tool (RAP-Recombination Analysis Program) in the setting of HIV. This new program aims to characterize how HIV recombines within a host during natural infection. This review with focus on areas listed below. RAP. I think the analytical underpinnings of RAP are sound and will be very useful in the field. My main concerns with the program itself are how the validations were conducted; see below. I also think the details on how RAP was compared to RAT, GARD and RECCO are lacking to really understand claims of supremacy and sensitivity. It is also not clear how the authors determine that the RAP tool is 'reliable', as stated in the Discussion. For example, what was the gold standard used to compare against? I also do not understand the definitions of "hot" vs "cold" spots for recombination. The simulations are interesting but do not provide enough detail to understand how some were classified as hot and others cold. Recombination rate. I think the calculations of recombination rate are correct. I take some concern with the use of the term "highly significant". I also think that the authors are correct that the presented rate is an under-estimate but it should be qualified as "probably" and under-estimate because you cannot measure the 'true' rate to be certain.
variant is correct. The authors state "unambiguously" identify, but I do not think it is true. As noted in this paper's Discussion, the rapid loss of T/F variants provide doubt to me that we can truly say which variants represent T/F variants anyway. In particular, it is not clear to me (and others) that the analysis methods used to characterize HIV viral populations that have already adapted to the new host, especially in the setting of burgeoning immune responses, can adequately characterize T/F strains. This is especially pertinent in this study because: 1) the whole premise of this study is that the T/F strains are true representations of the starting viral populations, 2) they only looked at people with heterogeneous viral populations (although I do not quite understand what the cut-offs were for deciding how diverse a viral population had to be to be eligible for the study), and 3) there was quite a few days between infection and sampling so adaptation should have at least taken place to some extent, even better engagement with CD4 and CCR5. To this last point, I think the authors should use their tool to look at viral dynamics in monkeys who underwent dual infection with two known T/F to see if they get the same answers as they see in humans. I also do not understand why lineages with <3 sequences were excluded from the analysis. Further, since this paper only evaluates people with heterogeneous T/F populations, then there may be a selection bias for these people. What is the reason for such diversity that persisted? Was diversifying or purifying selection present; if so how was it measured? What if they applied RAP to the sequences generated from people with homogeneous viral populations? The hypothesis would be that no recombination would be detected, and I think that would be true, but maybe the investigators could check.
Immune selection and Viral load. The biggest weakness of this paper is the lack of measurement of immune responses (CTL, NAb, NK) to explain the observations presented. There is a very likely a selection pressure to drive recombination, or at least that hypothesis should be tested. The authors state this is likely but there is no follow up. Further, the authors discuss that immune pressures change (which is true) and are transient (which is usually not true). There should also be some evaluation for linkage of mutations with recombination. For example, if an escape mutation in one variant recombines with an escape mutation in another variant. I would also expect some evaluation of at least in vitro replication capacity for the recombinants to better understand why the virus recombines so much. The authors discuss HLA haplotypes broadly in terms of viral loads and disease progression (protective and susceptible), but it is not clear how it relates to recombination, and it really cannot be assessed without actually looking for escape mutations. (For example, even neutral or susceptible HLA induce CTL that can cause escape mutations.) There is some discussion about Nef escape mutations and maybe some escape mutations in Env from NAb, but how these escape mutations were determined is not clear from the paper. In particular, the determination of NAb breadth tells about escape of the whole virus but it does not tell us about which mutations were responsible for this escape and how these mutations influence the recombination observed.
The observations about VL are also interesting and how it may play in recombination. It is very clear from the literature that VL is directly related to CTL immune responses. It is also evident that VL and immune pressure are both related to recombination but the mechanisms and contribution of each are not assessed, since the effects of both (VL and immune response) are not independent of each other. There is some discussion or protective and susceptible HLA types in relation to VL and viral diversity, which has been documented before, but the study does not clearly outline how this is relevant to recombination.
Reviewer #2 (Remarks to the Author):
The paper describes the development a new computer algorithm to genome recombination and its application to discern within patient (intra-quasispecies) recombination events during early phase HIV infection. Recombination is one of the important mechanisms whereby HIV (and many other viruses) generate diversity that can impact on tropism and pathogenesis, immune escape and drug resistance. Studying recombination between highly diverse viruses (e.g. inter-subtype) is a relatively easy task. However, study of the virus population within an individual patient is complicated by the fact that the viruses are highly related, and breakpoint identification is difficult. The current method overcomes this by utilising runs testing to determine the randomness (or otherwise) of informative sequence states and from this the likelihood and location of recombination events. Applying this test to identify genetic recombination is not new, but its utilisation within a computational framework is, and it is this latter aspect that will render the analyses more applicable to large datasets and make it more accessible to the wider research community. Indeed its application for analysis of early stage HIV infection provides (subject to the caveats below) important insight into the role of recombination in early stage diversification of HIV and its possible impacts.
Points for clarification: Line 280 -"RAP also assumes that parental 281 sequences are not sampled later than the recombinant". Is this a fair assumption -surely, the whole point about viruses that from proviral reservoirs is that parental viruses can re-emerge? Given that it is impossible to sample the entire reservoir at any given time, it is feasible for viruses not sampled in the initial time points to 'reappear' later. This needs very careful consideration.
Lines 370-388 and 390-415. These sections need toning down!! Whilst the authors show that sequence variants across key nef-CTL epitopes show plasticity through recombinant, they show no direct evidence that this has been driven by CTL escape or indeed allows this virus to escape those responses in this particular patient. Similarly the narrative around neutralisation also relies on surrogate markers of neutralisation and lacks appropriate necessary direct biological data. Without associated phenotyping data on neutralisation or CTL escape, these statements are all hypothesis and supposition. Intriguing perhaps, but they need validating.
Reviewer #3 (Remarks to the Author):
Summary This paper has two goals, one is an empirical paper tracking HIV recombination and a second goal describing a new tool (software) to characterize recombination. Unfortunately, the two goals get very confounded in this paper. On the second goal, the paper fails for a number of reasons. First, to introduce new software in an analysis setting like this, it is customary to evaluate the software, ideally with simulated data to show it is performing as expected. The authors do this to a certain extent, but they seem to do it as an after thought. In fact, the methods are actually described in the results section. They conclude from this effort that their approach underestimates recombination, but do not report on type I or type II error rates. Second, it is also appropriate to compare the new tool to existing tools to see if there is, indeed, better, worse, or similar performance. There are no data presented in the paper that give the reader any confidence that this new tool does anything useful. The authors do compare their approach to a few other methods, but using the empirical data. They all give different results. Because the data are empirical, you don't know the truth (the true frequency of recombination, the actual parents, or the breakpoints). So all you can conclude is that different methods give different results. Importantly (and somewhat disturbingly), there is already a very heavily used tool called Recombination Detection Program (RDP) -compared to the authors' 'Recombination Analysis Program (RAP). The RDP program is now in its fourth version and across all four versions the software has over 3500 citations. It is very surprising that the RDP package is not even mentioned nor cited in this paper. The fact that the authors have such a very similar name is concerning. Either way, this paper cannot move forward without a direct comparison to RDP.
While the authors set up an interesting experiment with some wonderful data, the results are still ambiguous because they do not actually know the true number of recombination events nor the breakpoints. So they cannot accurately calculate type I and type II error rates in RAP. The reader is then left with yet another method that claims to detect recombination. While the authors go through significant effort to generate simulated data, it is underutilized in terms of testing the method. They should report false positive rates and false negative rates and compare to other approaches (especially, RDP).
In the end, the manuscript is exceptionally long and cumbersome. It has methods in the results and goes back and forth between the biology and the recombination detection method. The work would benefit significantly from a partitioning of the software as its own paper with appropriate validation and comparison. Then a empirical paper on the application to this interesting HIV data set.
Responses to reviewers' comments Summary
We thank the reviewers for their comments and have tried to address them all in full. In addition, we have made three major changes in the manuscript.
First, following the third reviewer's suggestion, we have changed the software's name from RAP to RAPR.
Second, we now include systematic comparisons of our program to existing recombination detection tools, demonstrating its greater sensitivity on simulated data, especially in the lowdiversity setting it was designed for. We also highlight the features in RAPR that allow a deeper exploration of the implications of recombination in vivo compared to earlier tools.
Finally, we have tracked the role of recombination in the emergence of antibody escape over time within a single subject, CH505, for whom the antibody/viral co-evolution over time has been characterized in great detail, but for whom the role of recombination had not yet been explored. To include this new section, given space constraints, we removed an earlier section on T cell escape; we think the new example of antibody escape is more compelling and easier to follow. In addition, the inclusion of this new section enabled us to illustrate how to apply RAPR in a single T/F virus setting.
Below we address one by one the reviewers' comments.
Reviewer #1 (Remarks to the Author):
NCOMMS-17-19294 Title: Tracking HIV-1 recombination to resolve its contribution to HIV-1 evolution by a novel RAP tool Overview: This is well written paper describing the development and use of a new tool (RAPRecombination Analysis Program) in the setting of HIV. This new program aims to characterize how HIV recombines within a host during natural infection. This review with focus on areas listed below.
RAP. I think the analytical underpinnings of RAP are sound and will be very useful in the field. My main concerns with the program itself are how the validations were conducted; see below. I also think the details on how RAP was compared to RAT, GARD and RECCO are lacking to really understand claims of supremacy and sensitivity. It is also not clear how the authors determine that the RAP tool is 'reliable', as stated in the Discussion. For example, what was the gold standard used to compare against?
Answer: We thank the reviewer for the comments. We added more simulations where we created artificial recombinants from parental strains with different degrees of diversity between them. We now show that especially in low diversity settings, RAPR is able to detect far more recombinant sequences than many of the other existing tools, including the widely used RDP4, currently the "gold standard" for recombination detection. Supplementary Table 2 shows how many known recombinants RAPR was able to detect in these low diversity simulated sets compared to RDP4 and the other tools included in the suite.
I also do not understand the definitions of "hot" vs "cold" spots for recombination. The simulations are interesting but do not provide enough detail to understand how some were classified as hot and others cold.
Answer:
We now clarify in the main text the definition of hot and cold spots with the following sentence: "One open question when studying recombination is whether breakpoints are uniformly distributed across the HIV genome or whether instead they cluster preferentially in certain regions (called hotspots) while leaving others relatively intact (cold spots)." To explain more how hot/cold spots were determined, we also added in the Methods the following sentence: "Regions where the cumulative distribution had a steep step upward indicated a high accumulation of breakpoints and therefore hotspots. Conversely, regions where the cumulative distribution was flat indicated potential cold spots". The work described in this particular section does not involve simulations, but rather analyses that allowed us to identify regions in the env gene where observed breakpoints in the real data tend to happen either significantly more often (hotspots) or significantly less often (cold spots) than in other regions of the genome across the 9 subjects presented in our study.
Recombination rate. I think the calculations of recombination rate are correct. I take some concern with the use of the term "highly significant". I also think that the authors are correct that the presented rate is an under-estimate but it should be qualified as "probably" and underestimate because you cannot measure the 'true' rate to be certain.
We have removed the adverb "highly" and thank the reviewer for the suggestion. As for the under-estimation, we show through our simulations that this kind of systematic bias is intrinsic to any recombination-detection method and it is indeed an under-estimate. We have now added Supplementary Figure 10 to better explain this phenomenon.
Study Population. The authors have accessed a group of well-characterized individuals, which have an enormous amount of previously generated data. These data have been published in many publications, and most of the data presented in this paper have been published before. The authors use these data to test their RAP method. My issue with the study population is that there are only nine persons, and one of the CH0275 should be excluded because there are too few timepoints sampled and CH0654 should be excluded because that person used HAART during the sampling and was also a different HIV-1 subtype. Further, all of the participants are male and there is no description of route of infection, which may bias the conclusions of T/F strains.
Answer: Longitudinal SGA sequences that span the full genome as overlapping half-genomes from individuals infected with multiple T/F viruses, as the ones described in this study, are only rarely reported. Except for CH0078, none of the sequences following the screening time point have been published before. We decided to include all available heterogeneously infected samples to be inclusive, which also allows us to increase the power of our statistical analyses.
The fact that subject CH0275 had only two time-points actually made it minimally affect our results, and we have already discussed the limitation carefully in the text. Therefore, we prefer to keep the subject while noting the sparse sampling.
As for CH0654, this subject was on and off ART since day 112 after infection, as described in the Methods. Therefore, we took out the data after day 112 for the VL dynamics. Because all viruses in CH0654 were recombinant in both genome halves at day 84, before the initiation of ART, the calculation of co-infection rate and the T 1/2 for recombinants to replace the T/F viruses was not affected by the treatment status.
It is also not clear if the "heterogeneous" group that is being studied here meets the criteria for co-infection. Specifically, did the mixture of viruses observed transmitted from the same donor (mono-infection) or different donors (co-infection)?
Answer: Thank you for the remark. We now clarify that, given our sampling, we are able to infer that each subject was most likely infected by a single donor. Of the 9 heterogeneously infected subjects, the mean diversity across different T/F lineages within a subject was 0.96% and 1.56% for 5' half and 3' half genome sequences, respectively, while it was 9.8% and 14.7% across subjects. Had these T/Fs not originated in the same donors, we would have observed comparable diversity within and across subjects. We did observe one likely incident of superinfection in subject CH0200, where a new lineage appeared at day 74 that persisted (in the form of a recombinant) to later time points. Even in this case, the super-infected virus was still from the same donor because the genetic differences between primary and super-infected viruses were too small to be from a different donor.
While the reviewer makes a valid point, the inference of the T/Fs is not a cardinal point in our analysis, rather, these sequences are treated as reference and therefore the program treats them as "parents" rather than recombinants. Equivalently, we could have run the same analysis without inferring T/F viral sequences and let the program assume that all sequences are potential recombinants. This could have potentially identified any of the T/F as a possible recombinant, but such recombination would have happened in the donor, not in the study subject. In order to focus on recombination events that happened in the study population only, we chose to label T/Fs and treat them as parental strains.
Further, the authors state that all participants were characterized during "acute" infection, but that is not true. Fiebig Stage III and after is really "recent", not "acute", as measurable immune responses to the infection can be detected during this time. In the Methods, the authors state that the 'days since infection' were based on a Poisson filter model. I do not quite understand why they did this. It seems that each of the participants had their days since infection estimated based on Fiebig staging, which is pretty standard in the field. Did the authors compare the sequence TMRCA analysis and Fiebig staging analysis? Also, for Table 1 , I do not understand how people diagnosed in Fiebig III can have longer 'days of infection' than people in Fiebig IV?
Answer: We thank the reviewer for pointing out the correct terminology and we have indeed changed our language from "acute" to "recent" where appropriate. As discussed in detail in our previous publication (Lee et al., J Theor Biol. 2009 In the same paper we also show that the days since infection as estimated by our tool Poisson Fitter correlate quite well with the Fiebig stages and that the two are effectively equivalent, with the added advantage that the estimated days are a quantifiable measure that we can use for graphing purposes and in statistical analyses. Like with any theoretical method, exceptions can still occur: for example, CH1244, who was at Fiebig stage IV, was estimated to be only 12 days post infection by Poisson Fitter due to the highly homogenous viruses in each T/F population.
T/F. Transmission/Founder (T/F) viruses have been a convenient way to understand and explain the beginning of HIV infection; however, there remains controversy whether or not the methods used to determine whether a particular HIV sequence represents a true T/F variant is correct. The authors state "unambiguously" identify, but I do not think it is true. As noted in this paper's Discussion, the rapid loss of T/F variants provide doubt to me that we can truly say which variants represent T/F variants anyway.
Answer: We agree and removed the word "unambiguously."
In particular, it is not clear to me (and others) that the analysis methods used to characterize HIV viral populations that have already adapted to the new host, especially in the setting of burgeoning immune responses, can adequately characterize T/F strains. This is especially pertinent in this study because: 1) the whole premise of this study is that the T/F strains are true representations of the starting viral populations, Answer: We thank the reviewer for the critique but would like to point out that the exact identification of T/Fs is really not the essential premise of this paper, and, as noted before, we could have in fact run the whole analysis without identifying any of the sequences as T/Fs. We made the best estimate we could of the T/Fs given the earliest time point data in order to *This table is reused with permission. All rights reserved.
distinguish recombination that happened after transmission from possible recombination that happened in the donor prior to transmission, as is the case when recombinant variants are transmitted. The place this is most relevant is in the replacement time of the T/F lineages by recombinants, but we could in fact say that recombinant forms we observed at the first time point were fully replaced by new recombinants with a half time of 27 days and therefore, no matter whether the T/Fs strains we inferred can truly represent the starting viral populations our conclusions on viral recombination dynamics remain unchanged.
2) they only looked at people with heterogeneous viral populations (although I do not quite understand what the cut-offs were for deciding how diverse a viral population had to be to be eligible for the study), and 3) there was quite a few days between infection and sampling so adaptation should have at least taken place to some extent, even better engagement with CD4 and CCR5.
Answer: Again, these are valid points and they are discussed in detail in our two earlier papers (Keele et al. PNAS, 2008 and Lee et al. J Theor Biol 2009) . We have added sentences in the main text to clarify that these methods are described in detail elsewhere. While we cannot prove that there was no selection prior to what we sampled (except for extreme purifying selection completely removing some deleterious mutations), the statistical evidence offered by our tool suggests that the mutations observed are consistent with a random accumulation of mutations at the first time point.
But just like for the identification of the T/Fs, this too is a really a side issue to the main objective of this paper, which is determining recombinants and how recombination affects viral evolution. In fact, we now show how the tool can be used in a setting where the infection was started by a single T/F, and there is indeed selection at play, using an example subject CH0505. To detect recombination in this setting, there has to be adequate time for enough diversity to accumulate to begin observing recombinants. By starting with subjects that already had already diversity at the earliest time point available, as it is the case in heterogeneous infections, we were able to track recombination in a longitudinal setting. Identifying the likely transmitted founders in the first time point provided a simple framework to enable this, but, as we have already observed, is not essential to running the recombination detection tool.
To this last point, I think the authors should use their tool to look at viral dynamics in monkeys who underwent dual infection with two known T/F to see if they get the same answers as they see in humans.
We have checked the literature and GenBank but could not find longitudinal sequences from monkeys deliberately infected with known multiple SIV or SHIV T/F viruses to do similar analysis (monkeys exposed to a quasispecies that have multiple infections from related strains do not provide any advantage over the human scenarios we are studying). Deliberate dual exposure can just result in a single virus emerging to establish the infection (Julg et al, Sci Transl Med. 9(408): eaao4235, 2017) . Based on our experience with HIV and SIV genetic analysis, we anticipate that similar recombination dynamics are expected if the monkeys are infected with two or more different viruses. Nevertheless, we are beginning to apply RAPR to George Shaw's many new SHIVs, and will look at the data over the next year or two. This work is currently in progress.
I also do not understand why lineages with <3 sequences were excluded from the analysis.
We have now clarified the reason in the text, namely that our statistical analyses are based on assumptions that break down when the clusters are small. In particular, we use a chisquare goodness of fit test, and such tests are unreliable for a sampling size of 3 or less.
Further, since this paper only evaluates people with heterogeneous T/F populations, then there may be a selection bias for these people. What is the reason for such diversity that persisted?
Answer: Regarding the selection bias, we have now clarified this point by adding the following sentence in the main text: "In order to have enough diversity to detect recombination from early infection, as matter of necessity, we focused on heterogeneously infected subjects. As a result, this study population may have biases relative to single T/F infections in terms of persistence of viral diversity. In addition to these 9 heterogeneous subjects, we also included 341 env sequences from the homogeneously infected subject CH0505, spanning day 19 through day 692 since infection."
As for diversity, it is a known fact that the 2-arm race between the virus and the host immune pressure causes the viral population to continually diversify throughout the infection.
Was diversifying or purifying selection present; if so how was it measured? What if they applied RAP to the sequences generated from people with homogeneous viral populations? The hypothesis would be that no recombination would be detected, and I think that would be true, but maybe the investigators could check.
We have added an example of applying RAPR to homogeneous infections, and we now show how the tool can be informative in such scenarios. As we discuss in our simulated examples, a limit inherent to any recombination detection tool is that when multiple breakpoints fall in a region of homology between parents, the breakpoints will go undetected (see Supplementary Figs. 10 and 13 ). That's why, when applied to the longitudinal samples from subject CH0505, homogeneously infected by a single T/F, recombination becomes apparent only after the viral population has sufficiently diversified, namely after 500+ days since the infection. However, we compared RAPR to other existing tools, and saw that our tool has considerably better sensitivity in terms of detecting recombination in a low diversity setting. Furthermore, RAPR detects many more recombinants than other existing tools even in this low-diversity setting of a subject in which only a single viral lineage is evident at the time of infection.
Immune selection and Viral load. The biggest weakness of this paper is the lack of measurement of immune responses (CTL, NAb, NK) to explain the observations presented. There is a very likely a selection pressure to drive recombination, or at least that hypothesis should be tested. The authors state this is likely but there is no follow up. Further, the authors discuss that immune pressures change (which is true) and are transient (which is usually not true). There should also be some evaluation for linkage of mutations with recombination. For example, if an escape mutation in one variant recombines with an escape mutation in another variant. I would also expect some evaluation of at least in vitro replication capacity for the recombinants to better understand why the virus recombines so much. The authors discuss HLA haplotypes broadly in terms of viral loads and disease progression (protective and susceptible), but it is not clear how it relates to recombination, and it really cannot be assessed without actually looking for escape mutations. (For example, even neutral or susceptible HLA induce CTL that can cause escape mutations.)
We appreciate all those important points raised by the reviewer. We felt it was important to include an example illustrating recombination impacting selection for immune resistance. In response to this review we decided that our T cell example is difficult to follow, and so we have exchanged it for a neutralizing antibody escape example, where recombination is clearly shown to carry Ab resistance mutations forward in the complex quaisispecies over time. This exchange also enabled us to illustrate how RAPR can be used to track recombination in an individual infected with a single virus, another point the reviewer addressed, and still remain within the space constraints of the journal.
There is some discussion about Nef escape mutations and maybe some escape mutations in Env from NAb, but how these escape mutations were determined is not clear from the paper. In particular, the determination of NAb breadth tells about escape of the whole virus but it does not tell us about which mutations were responsible for this escape and how these mutations influence the recombination observed.
We have now removed the discussion of the Nef escape mutations, and our new example specifically address the impact of the escape mutations.
We agree with the reviewer that this part is difficulty to follow and have now removed it from the manuscript.
Reviewer #2 (Remarks to the Author):
The paper describes the development a new computer algorithm to genome recombination and its application to discern within patient (intra-quasispecies) recombination events during early phase HIV infection. Recombination is one of the important mechanisms whereby HIV (and many other viruses) generate diversity that can impact on tropism and pathogenesis, immune escape and drug resistance. Studying recombination between highly diverse viruses (e.g. intersubtype) is a relatively easy task. However, study of the virus population within an individual patient is complicated by the fact that the viruses are highly related, and breakpoint identification is difficult. The current method overcomes this by utilising runs testing to determine the randomness (or otherwise) of informative sequence states and from this the likelihood and location of recombination events. Applying this test to identify genetic recombination is not new, but its utilisation within a computational framework is, and it is this latter aspect that will render the analyses more applicable to large datasets and make it more accessible to the wider research community. Indeed its application for analysis of early stage HIV infection provides (subject to the caveats below) important insight into the role of recombination in early stage diversification of HIV and its possible impacts.
Answer:
We agree with the point the reviewer makes. We have now added this caveat in the main text with the following: "However, one needs to be careful when interpreting results in that some earlier lineages may in fact be latent or escape sampling and then reappear at later time points. When in doubt, the user should consider multiple runs, with and without specifying sequence time points." Lines 370-388 and 390-415. These sections need toning down!! Whilst the authors show that sequence variants across key nef-CTL epitopes show plasticity through recombinant, they show no direct evidence that this has been driven by CTL escape or indeed allows this virus to escape those responses in this particular patient. Similarly the narrative around neutralisation also relies on surrogate markers of neutralisation and lacks appropriate necessary direct biological data. Without associated phenotyping data on neutralisation or CTL escape, these statements are all hypothesis and supposition. Intriguing perhaps, but they need validating.
We agree and thank the reviewer for the suggestion. We have now removed this part and only focused on our published results. We hope that the reviewer will find the new example with antibody escape from subjects Ch0010 and CH0505 much clearer.
Reviewer #3 (Remarks to the Author):
Summary This paper has two goals, one is an empirical paper tracking HIV recombination and a second goal describing a new tool (software) to characterize recombination. Unfortunately, the two goals get very confounded in this paper. On the second goal, the paper fails for a number of reasons. First, to introduce new software in an analysis setting like this, it is customary to evaluate the software, ideally with simulated data to show it is performing as expected. The authors do this to a certain extent, but they seem to do it as an after thought. In fact, the methods are actually described in the results section. They conclude from this effort that their approach underestimates recombination, but do not report on type I or type II error rates. Second, it is also appropriate to compare the new tool to existing tools to see if there is, indeed, better, worse, or similar performance. There are no data presented in the paper that give the reader any confidence that this new tool does anything useful. The authors do compare their approach to a few other methods, but using the empirical data. They all give different results. Because the data are empirical, you don't know the truth (the true frequency of recombination, the actual parents, or the breakpoints). So all you can conclude is that different methods give different results. Importantly (and somewhat disturbingly), there is already a very heavily used tool called Recombination Detection Program (RDP) -compared to the authors' 'Recombination Analysis Program (RAP). The RDP program is now in its fourth version and across all four versions the software has over 3500 citations. It is very surprising that the RDP package is not even mentioned nor cited in this paper.
Answer:
We had indeed run multiple comparisons to RDP3, and because it did not perform favorably when compared to RAPR, we had left it out. We have now added detailed comparisons with the latest version, RDP4, and with the methods included the suite.
The fact that the authors have such a very similar name is concerning.
We have now changed the name to RAPR (pronounced "rapper").
Either way, this paper cannot move forward without a direct comparison to RDP.
We thank the reviewer for the suggestion and as stated above, we have now included extensive comparisons and discussed the results in details and showed the comparison results in Supplementary Table 2. While the authors set up an interesting experiment with some wonderful data, the results are still ambiguous because they do not actually know the true number of recombination events nor the breakpoints. So they cannot accurately calculate type I and type II error rates in RAP. The reader is then left with yet another method that claims to detect recombination. While the authors go through significant effort to generate simulated data, it is underutilized in terms of testing the method. They should report false positive rates and false negative rates and compare to other approaches (especially, RDP).
Answer: In the setting of homogeneous infections that we are considering, none of the methods we tried had a measurable Type I error rate when running on simulated datasets. We explained this by adding the sentence "Similar results were found when running all tools on simulated datasets that contained both mutated descendants and recombinants; in this scenario there were no false positives (Type 1 error) detected by any of the above tools, including RAPR", but we now discuss how the Type II error rates distinguish them (Supplementary Table 2 ).
In the end, the manuscript is exceptionally long and cumbersome. It has methods in the results and goes back and forth between the biology and the recombination detection method. The work would benefit significantly from a partitioning of the software as its own paper with appropriate validation and comparison. Then an empirical paper on the application to this interesting HIV data set.
We thank the reviewer for the insightful comments. We have addressed the parts that are cumbersome and shortened them to allow for a smoother read. In addition, we are now including detailed comparisons of our tool with RDP4 both on the empirical data as well as simulated datasets where we know exactly how many and which recombinants have been introduced. We show that RAPR performs better than all other tools in RDP4 as well as other tools not included in RDP4 by showing that it detects considerably more recombinants and breakpoints, that are known to be valid in the simulation setting, and that these differences are particularly striking in low diversity settings, which is the setting that we want to highlight in this study. We explored both false positive (discussed in the text and above) and false negative rates (Supplementary Table 2 ). False negatives are complicated by regions of high homology limiting detection, an issue we discuss extensively in the text. We further motivate the importance of our tool by showing that being able to detect recombination in homogeneous infections (i.e. low diversity settings) has important repercussions on viral evolution, and that these kind of analyses bring to light the role of recombination in the diversification and immunogenesis of the viral population. Finally, our tool has more features that are useful in longitudinal studies, particularly regarding accounting for time of sample and tracking descendants of recombinants, which are also discussed in the text.
Other Issues
Pg 4, line 83 'between different studies' should be 'among' Answer: Thank you, this has now been corrected. Pg. 5, line 111 'SplitsTree provides a network' is one of many software packages that estimate and/or visualize gene genealogies as networks.
Answer: We agree, it was just meant as an example, the sentence has now been removed. Pg. 5, line 116 'Defining the frequency of recombinants is particularly important in phylogenetic …' Identifying the endpoints is also important.
Answer:
We have now added "and identifying the breakpoints" Pg 6, lines 118-122 -GARD does not provide a list of recombinants, but see RDP! This software implements a number of different approaches to detecting recombination, including a runs test (GENECONV). http://web.cbio.uct.ac.za/~darren/rdp.html
We are now including a direct comparison to RDP4 in the revised version, as well as all its companion tools. Please note that the test implemented in GENECONV is not the WaldWolfowitz Runs Test (see discussion below).
So contrary to the statement on page 6 that the runs test has not been implemented, it in fact has in RDP. This is the reference for the runs test applied to recombination: Padidam, M., Sawyer, S. & Fauquet, C. M. (1999) . Possible emergence of new geminiviruses by frequent recombination. Virology 265, 218-225.
The above paper describes the recombination detection tool GENECONV, which we are now comparing to RAPR in Supplementary Table 2. According to the above paper, the statistical tests implemented by GENECONV are described in detail in Sawyer, 1989, which we read and concluded that it is not the same runs test implemented by RAPR. Our runs test is the one described in Bradley, J. Distribution-free Statistical Tests, Chapter 12, 1968, and in Takahata (1994) , and is an exact test of the number of runs expected for each proposed choice of parents for a given sequence. We then correct for multiple testing using a permutation test.
Sawyer 1989 instead uses different statistics based on comparing pairs of sequences at a time: either the sum of squares of the lengths of the runs, or the maximum value of the length of the run. Both ignore mutations other than those displaying silent polymorphisms in the data set. The sampling distributions of these are determined directly through permutation tests. It is noteworthy that this method is useful for detecting recombination, but not for attributing parentage as our method attempts to do. To our knowledge, the runs test we implement here is not available elsewhere. Answer: We thank the reviewer for bringing this up and we have added the following sentence into the Methods: "We initially explored various window sizes, between 10 and 50 nucleotides, and we saw that decreasing to smaller sizes from 20 nucleotides did not add any additional information, while increasing the size caused several potentially interesting regions to go undetected." Pg. 23, lines 520-521, how is homogenous versus heterogenous infection determined? Are there viral load, CD4+, etc. information on these individuals? Answer: The method was first described in our paper Keele et al., 2008 , where we determined the distinction between heterogeneous and homogeneous infections by looking at both phylogenetic trees and Highlighter plots from the first time point sequences. These are shown in our study for all our subjects ( Fig. 1 and Supplementary Figs. 19-20) , and one can see that both in the trees and in the highlighter plots, sequences tend to cluster into "groups" such that there is great within-group similarity and great across-group diversity. In addition, we calculate pairwise Hamming distances (number of mutations) across all sequences and see that when there is only one lineage (homogeneous infection), the distribution is unimodal, whereas multiple lineages give rise to multimodal distributions. Such differences are clearly illustrated in Figure 2 Overall, I think the authors present a revised manuscript that easier to read and understand. I also appreciate the use of the neutralizing antibody example to highlight their tool, which is much better than their previous CTL example. (This does raise a question whether CTL mutations impact the utility of the proposed tool but I doubt it.) I also like the new Discussion, although the overall importance of the method to scientific inquiry remains unclear. I still have some concerns.
Answer: We thank the reviewer for the positive feedback. We understand about the concerns, which hopefully we have fully addressed in the responses and revisions listed below.
There is not a 'true' biological dataset to evaluate their tool to substantiate that their new method is better than existing methods. The use of simulated data is nice but perhaps not biologically relevant, which would be important for a paper in such a high profile journal.
Answer: Simulated data is actually the best way to validate any detection tool because it allows full knowledge of the true recombinants and breakpoints that need to be detected. No biological dataset allows for that. Our simulated recombinant data was generated using real sequences as parentals, thus creating biologically realistic recombinants. Furthermore, by choosing parentals with different grades of homology, we were able to simulate different diversity settings and validate the tools in each scenario.
We have now added the following sentence to the manuscript to clarify the reason for simulated datasets: "The best way to test this is using biologically sound simulated datasets where the exact recombinants and their breakpoints are known. To realize this, we randomly generated sets of 100 artificial recombinants with known crossover points, each from three different pairs of natural strains that carried a relative diversity of 0.6%, 1%, and 1.2% diversity respectively (see Methods)." one strain or the other established the infection, not both. Using RAPR, we confirmed that there was no evidence of the second strain in the animals, and not even any trace of recombination between the two strains present at exposure or persisting in the infected monkeys.
This seems like a great test to me, and the publication of the tool that declares supremacy to other methods without these results seems premature. The authors state supremacy of their tool compared to others in the first sentence of the Discussion. Without clear biological data to test this hypothesis, I cannot certify that this is true.
Answer: As discussed above, with any biological data you would not know precise numbers or positions of breakpoints; even if two strains were successfully introduced into a monkey in future studies, and recombination occurred, the scientist studying the sequences would still be trying to estimate breakpoints, and there would be no known "ground truth" to compare computational tools that gave different results.
The point of a simulation is that we can create recombinants from real sequences, for which we know exactly where and how many breakpoints there are. All recombinants were generated from natural sequences to create a biologically realistic scenario. This is the only way to validate how accurate any recombination detection tool is at (1) correctly identifying recombinants, and (2) finding the breakpoints. We have tried to write this more explicitly in the text in order to make the strategy clearer to readers who are not used to thinking about simulations. We also now emphasize in the discussion that the improved sensitivity has been demonstrated in simulations with the following rephrasing: "Compared to existing programs like RDP425 and GARD27, simulations indicate that RAPR is more sensitive in detecting recombination events in low diversity settings …"
The use of existing data from the CHAVI cohort is also nice in that it has been deeply characterized; however, there remain many issues for defining T/F variants for these persons, which is still not adequately addressed in the manuscript. (For example, a variant that is archived early infection could arise later and be called recombinant by the tool even though it is not or vice-versa.)
Once again we would like to point out that RAPR can be used with or without T/F determination. For our paper we chose to run it with T/F determination because in our view it makes a better narrative and enables studying subject from early in infection. But recombinants can be found even without specifying T/F, one just has to sample far enough into the infection for adequate diversity to accumulate, to enable detection of recombination, as we did in CH505.
We agree that there can be ambiguity regarding whether the recombination event happened in the donor or in the recipient.
To further clarify this point, we have added the following text in the section "Study participants": "Previous studies have shown that 80% of sexually transmitted HIV-1 infections are initiated by a single T/F virus and only 20% are due to multiple, genetically distinct T/F viruses. In the latter case, due to the genetically distinct quasispecies coevolving in the host, it becomes easier to follow the history of recombination from the beginning of the infection. To this purpose, we distinguished participants productively infected with more than one virus (heterogeneous infection) from those infected with a single virus (homogeneous infection) by characterizing patterns of sequence diversity at the earliest time point (Fig. 1, Table 1 , and Supplementary Figs. 1, 2 ) using statistical modeling, phylogenetic trees and highlighter plots, as previously described. However, it is important to note that the number of infecting strains, the incidence of superinfection, and the estimated number of days since infection play no role in the detection of recombination, except that we do not count the putative founder strains as recombinants since we are focusing on recombination in the recipient, rather than in the donor."
The authors rely heavily on previous publications of this dataset to justify key points of their analyses, like that the circulating populations are homogeneous. The author's response says that these are not the central premise of the paper and yet these are the data used to evaluate their central premise. The lack of new primary data also dampens my enthusiasm for this paper.
Answer: This is a misunderstanding, possibly because we have failed to highlight strongly enough the fact that while these participants have been previously described in other publications, most of the sequences presented in this study had not been previously published. In fact, there are 3,260 new and previously unpublished sequences in our study, which, upon publication, will be made publicly available on our LANL database.
To clarify, we have now added the following to the text: "GenBank Access numbers for the newly obtained sequences in this study are: MF499156-MF502416. These 3,260 new sequences augment preexisting data to provide a unique data set, including extensive sets of longitudinally sampled sequences from multiple HIV infected individuals with complex multiple transmission events. All sequences from this paper, alignments and auxiliary data are also available in the HIV special interest alignments (https://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/HIV/SI_alignments/datasets.html)." I am also perplexed by the focus on the 'low diversity' setting. I understand how this makes the test less noisy, but this is rather rare among persons with HIV, except during acute infection, so I do not see how this helps the overall utility of the program.
